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MESPAS joins forces with NETVISION to provide a leading-edge software 
package for technical ship management and crewing 
 
Both MESPAS and NETVISION constantly strive to meet the needs of ship managers 
and provide them with best-of-breed software in their specialist areas. Now MESPAS, the 
Zurich-based leading technical software specialist, is joining forces with NETVISION, the 
Singapore-based leading provider of maritime crewing software, to provide something 
special: a best-of-breed, complete software package. A mature software package that not 
only offers all the functions of a technical ship management and crewing system, but also 
offers the deep functionality that comes from years of development and collaboration with 
users. This means that ship managers can now source a complete, leading-edge package 
of professional technical ship management functions from one hand. These functions 
have been tried and tested over many years in collaboration with users and are already 
established systems in many hundreds of vessels. 
 
NETVISION’s Compas software is a state-of-the-art crew managing system that enables 
the management of all aspects of a crew’s activities: crew planning, crew management, 
crew database, training, assessment, payroll, work and rest hours reporting, payroll, 
travel plans and much more.  
 
MESPAS’s TSM is a state-of-the-art technical ship management software encompassing 
maintenance, procurement, QHSE, operations and now crewing. 
Like MESPAS, the NETVISION concept is based on cloud computing and is therefore an 
ideal match. Using a master database in the cloud ensures one unique set of data across 
fleets. Consistency is a given, time is saved, costs are reduced and business performance 
improved. 
 
With its integrated software solution MESPAS and NETVISION now offer a complete 
package, serving all the requirements of a technical ship manager. This is smart data at 
its very best, improving business performance for all users. 
  

http://www.mespas.com/
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For more information, please contact: 
 
MESPAS 
Ms. Tamsayne Beesley, Marketing Manager 
+41 44 271 03 20 / tamsayne.beesley@mespas.com 
 
NETVISION 
Mr. Cornel Ciocan, Director 
+65 69247020 / cornel@net.vision 
 
 
About: 
 
MESPAS  
MESPAS is an independent Swiss IT and engineering company, with subsidiaries and partners 
throughout the world. Our technical ship management software enables our customers in the 
maritime industry to run their ships safely and efficiently, resulting in better performance, 
decreased costs and lower emissions. Our e-trading platform connect.mespas.com allows 
ships, management offices and suppliers to digitally place and receive offers, orders and 
invoices. MESPAS is the only company in the maritime industry whose products are provided 
on cloud-based software, with a unique library of millions of machine types, spare parts and 
documents, all instantly available to our customers to improve their business processes. 
 
NETVISION  
NETVISION is a Singapore based company with branches throughout Asia and Europe that 
provides pioneering cloud based human capital solutions devised to improve performance, 
competitiveness and effectiveness. Our flagship solution, COMPAS Crew Management, is a 
state-of-the-art, multi-company cloud-based manpower management system addressing the 
needs of any vessel operator, regardless of business nature and location, providing real time 
access to crewing functions across geographies. It is extremely intuitive, user-friendly and highly 
customizable, offering unmatched flexibility, availability and security. It yields best practice 
processes and functions to manage all aspects of any and all crewing activities to the highest 
level of depth. Compas is regarded as “Best of Breed” in the industry for its outstanding 
capabilities in crew management functionalities and extremely high level of automation and 
integration. 
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